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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Enguri Dam and Hydro Power Plant (HPP) sit at the top of the Enguri and Vardnili Cascade. The
project includes one of the highest arch dams in the world, along with underground structures and
substantial electro-mechanical works that provide 1,300 MW of power and an annual average of
4,000,000 MWh of energy for Georgia. The plant is a critical resource for the Georgian Power Grid.
The project is owned and managed by LTD “Engurhesi”, a state-owned company. The company also
operates the downstream facilities at Vardnili 1, Vardnili 2, 3 and 4 are inoperative.
The project operation and maintenance are complicated by the geo-political situation of the Enguri
and Vardnili HPP cascade. The Enguri powerhouse and the downstream facilities are in the Abkhazia
Region, which remains to be an occupied area and hence is the subject of an administrative border.
This complicated situation hinders the effective functioning of the dam as well as major maintenance,
repairs and upgrades.
Enguri HPP has suffered from the construction and equipment issues from the very onset and has
seen minor repairs and maintenance in late 1980s and 1990s. Substantial rehabilitation has been
financed by European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and partner donors as well
as the Government of Georgia (GoG). These efforts began in 1997 when the respective studies
revealed the need for the most critical works. Currently there is a “Phase IV” program which is
considered to be the final effort of the outside financial support by the EBRD. The Phase IV program
is underway and will be completed in 2020-2021 timeframe, depending on the contractors’ schedules,
remaining subject of a bid.
The stakeholders are aware that major works cannot be completed within the Phase IV. The main
objective of this evaluation and report is to identify and prioritize the remaining and anticipated works
for the Enguri HPP, following the completion of the Phase IV. The evaluation included a site visit,
review of relevant materials, interviews and discussions with Enguri HPP management.
The site visit was not intended to be a detailed engineering inspection nor duplicative of efforts by
Enguri HPP engineers or the Engineering team for Phase IV and other works. No dewatering or
disassembly was done in preparation for the visit. Hence, works were inspected in their normal state
of operations for the time and conditions. Full access to all works for safe inspection was allowed. The
team had site visits of dam, powerhouse and switchyard and held meetings with Enguri HPP
management and Enguri Project Implementation Unit (PIU).
During this process, the team assembled a list of issues to be addressed post-Phase IV. These topics
incorporated vital tasks identified both by the Program and by Enguri HPP management. While the list
cannot include all potential repairs needed in the future of a very complex project, it comprised the
most crucial tasks identified by the team.
The Enguri HPP and Vardnili cascade are complex facilities operating in a complicated environment.
Even without a very difficult geo-political setting, the project’s latent deficiencies, maintenance history
and age create considerable challenges. Although, most of these latter challenges have been
addressed, the project will constantly remain in need of continues works and repairs typically required
by HPPs of similar age. Any hydropower project reaching 40 years of age require rehabilitation and
upgrading due to obsolescence, age, deterioration and events. In view of Enguri condition and
general environment, it will remain in need of continues essential repairs.
In addition to typical necessities for long-term rehabilitation of large HPPs, Enguri’s regular financial
situation remain challenging. Enguri is an indispensable asset to Georgia which provides a significant
low-cost power to the system and can be used for system regulation, a benefit nearly always provided
by HPPs when they are available in the system.
Enguri relies on payment from the Georgian Electrical system based on production / delivery of
energy and tariff. The Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory Commission (GNERC)
sets the tariff based on the expected costs of the project, divided by the expected generation. The
project then is paid by delivery of project power to the system.
Based on power delivery and the tariff, Enguri would receive gross revenues annually of about GEL
72 million or US $ 27 million. However, about 45-55% of Enguri HPP’s annual power production is
sent to Abkhazia’s transmission lines. Enguri HPP receives no payment for this power. As a result,
Enguri HPPs revenue is about 45-55% of what it should be under the tariff. But even with full payment
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for power, the total amount of revenue is only about 50% of what worldwide benchmarks suggest a
large HPP requires for sustained Operations and Maintenance (O&M) and repairs.
Enguri HPP is a very complex project. Due to latent construction and equipment issues and lack of
maintenance for more than one decade, it has required substantial investment for repair and
rehabilitation. In addition, it reaches the age where continued investment is needed. Elements which
were rehabilitated at the beginning of the cycle in the early 2000’s will need attention in perhaps 10-20
years. However, due to budgetary constraints not all repairs could be completed.
Enguri HPP has already reached the “middle age” for a major HPP, despite the effective work done,
therefore major maintenance and upgrade costs will remain essential which is common for all HPPs in
the middle age.
Enguri HPP has been underfunded for a long time, practically since construction. The continued
requirement for repair is not supported by generated revenue. Subsequently, the existing state fails to
create a sustainable condition for a major, irreplaceable asset for Georgia.
The team identified seventeen priority issues in need of urgent solution. However, the required
funding exceeds the available resources under the current revenue. The priority issues divided into six
groups are provided below. The main report includes the respective description of each issue, need,
timing and speculative cost estimate for the implementation.
Priority 1
•
•

Meeting Dam Safety Criteria;
Flood Analysis and Planning.

Priority 2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Penstock Valve Replacement;
Replacement of Generator Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV Current Transformers;
Replacement of Relays protection and emergency automation protection system;
Replacement of generators synchronization system.

Priority 3
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interior Powerhouse Leakage;
Replacement of Turbine Servomotors;
Replacement of 220 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 110 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV Disconnector Switches;
Replacement of 220, and 110 kV Current transformers.

Priority 4
•

Ongoing Sediment Removal.

Priority 5
•
•
•
•
•

Reservoir Debris Removal;
Unit Flow Measurement;
Spillway Gate Upgrade;
Rebuild Vardnili 2, 3 and 4;
Upgrade Vardnili 1 – Two Units;

Priority Future 6
•
•
•

Generator Transformer Replacement;
Tunnel Repairs;
Rehabilitation of Access to the Arch Dam Facilities Road.
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The team views the first two priorities as crucial for consideration in the short term. The Priority 1
items are key to public safety, project safety, sustainability and long-term asset management and
protection. These include following the current dam evaluation and inspection studies which will be
providing status and recommendations in 2019. The second major element is to consider the current
practice and technology of flood evaluation for the Enguri Dam and Watershed. The common
practices and criteria have changed a lot after the design works of Enguri HPP, hence a
comprehensive flood evaluation, flood planning and routing as well as Flood Emergency Action Plan
represent relevant input missing in the project.
The second priority items are elements of the project considered under the Phase IV studies,
however, could not be completed due to budget limitations. These items influence the operation of
Enguri HPP and therefore deserves significant attention for stable operation of the project in the near
and mid future.
Priorities 3 and 4 are elements considered to be less critical compared to the second group, however,
are important for Enguri HPP reliable operation. Priority 5 items will require continued funding, will
increase efficiency and output or increase the project safety.
Finally, the “Future” items are included to illustrate the upcoming need of significant expenses unable
to be covered under the current revenue of Enguri HPP. These items may not be required for the next
8-10 years but surely will claim substantial investment in the next decade.
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BACKGROUND
The Enguri HPP is the largest hydropower project in Georgia. It was constructed during the Soviet
Union Era. The project is part of the Enguri Cascade of Hydro Power Projects where the Enguri River
is dammed with the Enguri Arch Dam and diverted through tunnels and canals through five generating
facilities on the way to the Black Sea. The arch dam at the time of construction was the highest arch
dam in the world.
The construction of the HPP cascade began in the early 1960s with completion and commissioning of
the lower generating facilities, Vardnili 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the 1970s and the Enguri units coming on line
in the 1980s. During the collapse of the Soviet Union and Georgian independence, the project
suffered from poor construction practice and a lack of resources to correct and maintain the project
features.
The project operation and maintenance are complicated by the geo-political situation of the Enguri
and Vardnili HPP cascade. The Enguri powerhouse and the downstream facilities are in the Abkhazia
Region, which is subject to an administrative border and is considered an occupied area. This
complication adds to the difficulty of regular operations and maintenance as well as major
maintenance, repairs and upgrades.
The plant is owned and operated by Engurhesi LLC, which is owned by the GoG. Enguri HPP also
oversees the continued programs of plant improvement.
The Enguri HPP is connected to the power system of Georgia through two 500 kV and two 220 kV
Overhead Lines (OHL). OHL 500 kV Lia is connecting Enguri to substation Jvari and OHL 500 kV
Imereti to substation Zestaponi. Through OHL 220 kV Engurhesi 1 and OHL 220 kV Engurhesi 2, the
Enguri HPP is connected to the 220 kV power system. Situated in the west part of Georgia, Enguri
plays an important role in the energy balance and represent the largest power plant in Georgia with
the installed capacity of 1300 MW representing 1/3 of the total installed capacity of 4106 MW. During
the summer flood period (May-June – first half of July) the part of the power form Enguri HPP is
transmitted to Abkhazia region and other part is transmitted to the eastern part of Georgia. The
biggest challenge for the power system of Georgia is playing the OHL 500 kV Imereti and there is a
huge risk for violation of N-1 contingency criteria, because it supplies the most part of east Georgia
during summer period and also 220 kV lines from the 220 kV busbar system of Enguri cannot transfer
the power in case of tripping the OHL 500 kV Imereti.
By the late 1990s, Enguri HPP faced many problems in terms of performance and general stance.
With the aim to launch the rehabilitation and repairs, a Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation, dated
February 1998, was commissioned by the EBRD and Swiss Cooperation Fund. The study and report
were completed by Electrowatt Engineering Ltd and Stuky Ingenieurs Conseils SA of Switzerland. The
report detailed an extensive list of elements to be addressed in nearly all features and aspects of the
project. A subsequent program funded by the EBRD and other donors has resulted in major
upgrading works including the structural monitoring instrumentation, civil works rehabilitation,
generating unit rehabilitation and many other electrical and mechanical works.
Through a series of loans and grants, along with the investment by the Government of Georgia, the
plant has completed three major phases of rehabilitation. With the EBRD loan and European Union
Neighborhood Investment Facility (EU-NIF), Enguri HPP undergoes the Phase IV, the last phase of
this program of rehabilitation works. Phase IV is currently in the tender / bid stage. The completion of
the Phase IV is planned in 2020-21-time frame, depending on the final contracts under the program.
The objective of USAID Energy Program is to support Georgia’s efforts to facilitate increased
investment in power generation capacity as a means to increase national energy security, facilitate
economic growth, and enhance national sovereignty. The ultimate goal of this program is to enhance
Georgia’s energy security through improved legal and regulatory framework and increased
investments in the energy sector. Under Task 5 of the Program Strategic Advisory Assistance to the
GoG to Increase Energy Security, USAID Energy Program intends to provide advisory services to the
GoG on as-needed basis to help the GoG address the issues of security of energy supplies and
strategic energy infrastructure operation.
This effort has been undertaken under Task 5 of the Program. The main objective of the evaluation
and report is to identify and prioritize remaining and anticipated O&M repairs for the Enguri HPP,
following completion of the Phase IV program. The evaluation included a site visit, review of relevant
materials, interviews and discussions with Enguri HPP management.
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Presentation on the findings included a briefing for the stakeholders on December 12, 2018 in Tbilisi,
Georgia. This report does not provide a detailed presentation on the considerable works
accomplished since 1998, but those elements which will or likely will be needed to be addressed in
the near and longer term future. Other background on the current and completed works is provided
only to support the priority items in this report.
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METHODOLOGY
The main objective of this effort was to provide a priority list of repairs remaining and expected after
the completion of ongoing Phase IV rehabilitation program. The approach applied in meeting this
objective included the review of key reports, preparation for a site visit and inspection, the site visit
and conferring with the Enguri HPP Management.
The Project evaluation began in November 2018, with the review of relevant reports provided by
Enguri HPP. The most important materials for understanding the status of Enguri and Vardnili HPPs
reviews are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation, Final Report, Stucky and Electrowatt, February 1998;
Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Completion Report, Enguri PIU and Stucky, October 2009;
Enguri/Vardnili HPP Rehabilitation Completion Report, Stucky, March 2018;
Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Project Phase IV, EBRD Website, August 2018;
Inception Report, Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Report Phase IV, Lahmeyer, Hidro Dizayn &
Georgian Hydro Power, June 2018;
6. Georgian State Electrosystem (GSE) Ten - Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) 2018 –
2028.
These reports provided an on-going assessment of works to be accomplished at the cascade as well
as conditions and features not addressed by Phase IV or other plans.
Following the exchange of views between the study team and Enguri HPP Management and site
visits, meetings were held with Enguri HPP Management between December 6 to 8 2018. The site
visit included the Enguri Dam and facilities at the dam and intake, powerhouse, control rooms, some
of the access tunnels, switchyards and other associated elements. Additionally, a visit was made to
the operating Vardnili 1 HPP and dam and the in-operative Vardnili 2 HPP.
The site visit was not intended to be a detailed engineering inspection nor duplicative of efforts by
Enguri HPP engineers or the Engineering team for Phase IV and other works. No dewatering or
disassembly was done in preparation for the visit. Works were inspected in their normal state of
operations for the time and conditions. Full access was allowed to inspect safe works.
Following the site visit and meetings with the Enguri HPP Management, a meeting was also held with
Enguri PIU. These meetings enabled the Program team to obtain relevant information and
explanations from Enguri HPP representatives. This process aided in assembling the list of required
items to be addressed post-Phase IV. These items combined issues identified by both Enguri HPP
management and the Program team.
While the list cannot include all possibilities and potential repairs needed in the future of a very
complex project, it comprises the most crucial activities in the opinion of the study team.
The team set the group of priorities based on descending importance, which are as follows:
1. Meeting standards of dam and public safety – measures and items that would be expected of
similar works in the EU, North America or general world standards for a project of Enguri
magnitude;
2. Outstanding Electrical/Mechanical works that can or will have an impact on the security of
operation of the Enguri HPP, operating safety, efficiency and reliability of plant operations;
3. Powerhouse conditions that can affect the longevity and generation at the plant;
4. Reservoir sediments and debris management that could effect project operations;
5. Enhanced project information/automation and monitoring for efficiency;
6. Added capacity and/or energy for the Enguri Cascade;
7. Ongoing (Future) Rehabilitation which will be needed for security and stability.
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ENGURI OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
The Enguri HPP and Vardnili cascade are complex facilities operating in a complicated environment.
Even without a very difficult geo-political setting, the project’s latent deficiencies, maintenance history
and age provide substantial challenges. Many of these latter challenges have been addressed, but
the project will remain in need of continued works, in excess of those typically needed by other HPPs
of similar age. Any hydropower project reaching 40 years of age will need rehabilitation and upgrading
for reasons of obsolescence, age, deterioration and events. Enguri, because of its condition and
environment has had and will continue to have more needs than typical.

ENGURI HPP STATUS
The Enguri HPP and the downstream facilities, including the Vardnili Project, are a very complex
installation. The entire project dams the Enguri River at the Enguri Arch Dam and diverts generating
flows through Enguri and the four Vardnili HPPs, releasing in to the Black Sea. Since completion,
most controllable waters have passed through the plant for generation. The project was under
construction for decades, with initial completion of the Vardnili Projects in the 1970s, with Enguri fully
operational in the 1980s. The key features of the project as listed in the 2009 Completion Report are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Enguri Arch Dam with 271.5m height;
15 km long and 9,5 m diameter Pressure Tunnel which diverts water from the Enguri
Reservoir to the Enguri HPP;
Underground Power Plant of Enguri consisting of five generating units each of 260 MW
installed capacity with Francis turbines (total plant installed capacity – 1300 MW);
Enguri main switchyard with five 500 kV unit transformers, 500 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV
switchyards and connected overhead lines, serving Georgia’s power system and connecting it
with the Russia’s power system;
Gali reservoir with the gravity dam of 60m height fed mainly by the tailrace tunnel from the
Enguri HPP;
Vardnili Power Plant with 220 MW installed capacity (three generating units of 73 MW each
with Francis turbines);
Water channel of Vardnili with over 500m2/s capacity taking water to the Black Sea along the
23 km open canal.
Three smaller identical power plants on the channel with run-of-river Kaplan turbines, installed
capacity of each plant is 40 MW with 2/20 MW generating units. These plants are out of
operation since the civil war in 1992.

This list of facilities does not provide a complete picture of the complexity of the Enguri HPP. The
project has a complicated design and several features that are difficult to maintain. For example:
-

Dam release gates required to be opened and closed under the high pressure;
Difficult access to many facilities, including a reported 14 km of access tunnels at the dam;
Large valves operating in underground caverns under substantial pressure.

Many of these facilities were constructed in a sub-standard manner, either due to design, quality or
because the design, materials and equipment were not installed in accordance with design. This
condition adds to the complexity of operating and maintaining the project. From early operations, the
project had significant generating unit issues. There were also problems with some of the electromechanical items (particularly gates and valves) and with electrical control and protection elements.
The project further suffered from a lack of capital (funds) to address these issues or to maintain the
project in a sufficient manner.
And if the physical complexity, physical deficiencies and lack of maintenance were not sufficiently
challenging, the project has a difficult geo-political setting. The dam, dam access and intake works are
in area controlled by the GoG. However, the downstream facilities including the access road to the
pressure tunnel, part of the pressure tunnel, powerhouse, switchyard and interconnections and the
Vardnili Cascade are in the Abkhazia Region. Abkhazia is not under control of the GoG. Border
crossings are tightly controlled therefore delivery and performance of work is complicated compared
to other typical projects. Also, there is no financial support for the Enguri or Vardnili works from
Abkhazia, despite receiving energy benefits from the works.
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Following the independence of Georgia, with the financial support of the EBRD and other donors
including German Government-Owned Development Bank (KfW), EU, the GoG has arranged
financing for rehabilitation. The culmination of these efforts is the current Phase IV, which includes
addressing road rehabilitation, procurement and installation of electrical and mechanical works, tunnel
repair and sediment removal.
To date, more than €100 million has been invested in the rehabilitating and repairing of Enguri HPP.
Given the work accomplished, the investment has been used efficiently and effectively. It is less than
€100/kW. The maintenance of Enguri HPP with this amount illustrates the cost effectiveness of the
perpetuation of the existing large HPP. Few if any options are cost competitive.

LARGE HYDRO POWER PLANTS AND REHABILITATION
Large hydropower plants have been constructed throughout the world since the 1930s. Many plants
were constructed in the 1940s-1970s. Few if any of these projects have been closed or removed,
although some small and mid-size projects have been retired for economic or environmental reasons.
Thus, large hydropower projects are viewed as perpetual assets. At a certain age, starting at 30 years
and nearly always by 50 years, major rehabilitation and repair is needed. The reasons are the same
for most projects, although the actual cycle varies significantly between projects.
-

-

-

Project features, particularly electrical and mechanical items reach the end of life. At this point, the
item needs to be replaced because repair parts may no longer be available, or the cost of
rehabilitation may be exceeded by replacement;
Device failure, where the item can no longer fulfill the function needed, and is beyond regular
maintenance for sustaining functionality;
Technology/obsolescence, where advances render the device or feature obsolete or efficiency
can be gained by replacement;
Changing safety standards: Operating experience of hydropower and a longer term of historical
observation has resulted in changing safety standards for impoundment projects. An example is
the change in calculating design floods and modeling them since many projects were designed in
the 20th century;
Natural hazard occurrence; flood, earthquake: While projects are designed for these instances,
experiencing one at the project can require changes, repairs or upgrades;
Sedimentation storage life is exceeded; This condition is a worldwide concern. Projects that were
designed with “dead storage” to contain sediments from the upstream river. The design term
could have been 50 or 100 years. Now the projects are approaching the design age or the
sediment may have exceeded the estimated volume and rate;
Concrete aging; in many projects, concrete may age in unexpected ways, such as alkaliaggregate reactions, deterioration from seepage or permeability or impacts;
Deterioration of civil works can happen from a variety of causes, such as small latent defects that
were undetected, major events, sections of lower quality or neglect;

As a complex project with the history discussed, Enguri HPP has or will experience all of these things.
In addition to normal requirements of long-term rehabilitation of large HPPs, Enguri’s regular financial
situation is more challenging than most others.
Enguri is an indispensable asset to Georgia. It provides significant low-cost power to the system and
can be used for system regulation, a benefit nearly always provided by HPPs when they are available
in the system.

ENGURI FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT
Ltd Engurhesi relies on payment from the Georgian Electrical system based on production/delivery of
energy and tariff. GNERC sets the tariff based on the expected costs of the project, divided by the
expected generation. The project then is paid by delivery of project power to the system.
In round or estimated numbers, the Enguri HPP annually provides about 4,000,000,000 kWh to the
grid at a tariff of about 1.8 tetri/kWh (about US $ 0.0068 /kWh). This tariff demonstrates the very low
cost of power from Enguri likely unrivaled by any other source of electricity by a multiple.
Based on these rough values, the Enguri HPP should realize annually about GEL 72 million or about
US $ 27 million.
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However, as noted earlier in this section, the Region of Abkhazia requires a significant sum of the
output of Enguri to allow operation of the facilities within the region. It was reported that the agreed
upon amount is 40%. Enguri HPP management reports that the amount taken and metered by
Abkhazia usually exceeds this amount, is increasing and sometimes approaches 50%. As an
example, the books at Enguri through 6 December 2018 indicate that Abkhazia has taken 44.5% of
generated energy for the year to date.
Enguri HPP receives no revenue for the energy used by Abkhazia, effectively cutting expected
revenue by nearly half. Instead of the US $ 27 million revenue for the plant, realized revenue may only
be US $ 12-14 million depending on generation and non-revenue energy in any year.
On top of this limited revenue for the complex project, Enguri HPP also has other responsibilities that
carry over from the origins of the project. In the Soviet Union it was common for major projects like
Enguri to include many functions that would be municipality or privately provided services. Those
examples noted at Enguri include water supply, schools and residential level maintenance. None of
these provide any material payment to Enguri HPP but would go unprovided if they stopped providing
the service.
Enguri HPP noted they have about 600 employees, of which 227 are directly working on the Enguri
generating function. The remainder are for other things but impose considerable overhead.
The upshot of this low level of revenue realized and other expenses leaves Enguri short on the ability
to fund major maintenance and upgrade and finance on-going rehabilitation, upgrade and repair
needs in a reasonable manner. Enguri HPP notes they have about US$ 3-4 million for any
unscheduled repairs and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) investment. As a result, Enguri HPP has had
to rely on the EBRD program for bringing the project to its current condition.

LONG TERM IMPLICATIONS
To compare Enguri HPP approximate revenue of $ 12-14 Million to a typical standard, we use two
benchmarks published by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) in the publication
Renewable Energy Technologies: Cost Analysis Series, Hydropower.
One figure cited by the report is from the IEA, which suggests O&M average about 2.2% of the capital
cost of a project. Another from a study by Ecofys, et al in 2011 suggests about $45/kW/year. Both
indices are for large HPPs.
The Enguri Project would probably be difficult to build in today’s world environment. It would be very
expensive and environmentally complex and possibly controversial. It is quite easy to expect
construction costs of US$ 4-4.5 billion for the Enguri complex.
Even taking a low cost of US $ 3 billion, likely quite low, at 2.2% annual O&M costs, the revenue
requirement would be $66 million. At only 1%, the requirement would be $30 million, a little higher
than Enguri would receive if fully compensated by tariff and production.
At US $ 45/kW/year the O&M requirement might be US $ 58.5 million.
These estimates are provided to indicate that the revenue received by Enguri HPP is not enough to
sustain Enguri HPP in a manner consistent with long term safety and reliability objectives. The project
is essential to sustaining the Georgian grid and energy supply yet is only getting a fraction of the
revenue necessary to sustain it.
One might note that labor and some other items are less expensive in Georgia than perhaps other
places where the benchmark may relate. Counter to that argument is the complex nature of Enguri
HPP, the latent defects that are addressed and will need addressing in the future and the expectation
that internal costs will rise with the economy expanding. Non-local items cost the same as the
international market and the border/geo-political situation have a substantial effect on the cost at the
project.
Despite the lack of capital, Enguri HPP does complete repairs and upgrade works at the project on a
limited basis. It is often on an urgent basis, although some of the activities are planned, budgeted and
carried out if no other unplanned repairs emerge.
Examples of current Enguri HPP funded activities include:
1. Change out of switchyard breakers, current transformers, disconnectors, relays protection;
five of nine switchyard breakers have been replaced;
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2. Rehabilitation of unit power transformers;
3. Evaluation of arch dam – critical studies and investigations by independent entities;
4. Lower Penstock repairs – 3 penstock have buckled steel in the lower section, one repair is
complete, one is underway and the last will be done after dewatering in 2020;
5. Small mechanical rehabilitation of units.

SUMMARY
Enguri is a very complex project. Due to latent construction and equipment issues and lack of
maintenance for more than one decade, it has required substantial investment for repair and
rehabilitation. In addition, it is reaching the age where continued investment is needed. Elements
which were rehabilitated at the beginning of the cycle in the early 2000’s will need attention in perhaps
10-20 years. Because of budgetary needs not all repairs could be completed.
Enguri HPP has reached “middle age” for a major HPP, despite all of the effective work done, so
major maintenance and upgrade costs are going to continue. This is no different from any comparable
aged major HPP.
Enguri HPP has been underfunded for a long time, virtually since construction. The constant
requirement for repairs modifications will continue and the investment needs are not supported or
even close to be supported by the revenue. The situation is not sustainable for a major, irreplaceable
asset for Georgia.
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PRIORITIES FOR FURTHER ENGURI HPP SECURITY
AND RELIABILITY
As noted in Section 3 of this report, the review team assembled a list of outstanding issues to be
addressed post-Phase IV. While the list cannot include all possibilities and potential repairs needed in
the future of a very complex project, it represents the major and most important items in the opinion of
the study team and Enguri HPP Management.
1. The team then set groupings of priorities for the list of items. The priorities were set by the
team and generally followed the descending importance of the following criteria: Meeting
standards of dam and public safety – measures and items that would be expected of similar
works in the EU, North America or general world standards for a project of Enguri magnitude;
2. Outstanding Electrical / Mechanical works that can or will have an impact on the operating
safety, efficiency and reliability of plant operations;
3. Powerhouse conditions that can affect the longevity and generation at the plant;
4. Reservoir sediments and debris management that could effect project operations;
5. Enhanced project information / automation and monitoring for efficiency;
6. Added capacity and / or energy for the Enguri Cascade;
7. Ongoing (Future) Rehabilitation which will be needed for security and stability;
Table 1 is a list of the priority items by group. Following the list, is a description, scope and
speculative cost estimate for each item.
Table 1 – Summary of Identified Priority Items
Priority 1
•
•

Meeting Dam Safety Criteria;
Flood Analysis and Planning.

Priority 2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Penstock Valve Replacement;
Replacement of Generator Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV Current Transformers;
Replacement of Relays protection and emergency automation protection system;
Replacement of generators synchronization system.

Priority 3
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interior Powerhouse Leakage;
Replacement of Turbine Servomotors;
Replacement of 220 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 110 kV Switchyard Circuit Breakers;
Replacement of 500 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV Disconnector Switches;
Replacement of 220, and 110 kV Current transformers.

Priority 4
•

Ongoing Sediment Removal.

Priority 5
•
•
•
•
•

Reservoir Debris Removal;
Unit Flow Measurement;
Spillway Gate Upgrade;
Rebuild Vardnili 2, 3 and 4;
Upgrade Vardnili 1 – Two Units.
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Priority Future
•
•
•

Generator Transformer Replacement;
Tunnel Repairs;
Rehabilitation of Access to the Arch Dam Facilities Road.

PRIORITY 1 – MEETING DAM SAFETY CRITERIA
Any arch dam requires continual monitoring, regular inspection, significant instrumentation and
evaluation. The engineering knowledge regarding the long term performance of arch dams continues
to evolve. The Enguri Arch Dam should be brought up to practice standards. Arch dams usually have
a carefully designed series of verticality, horizontal and geodesic measurement along with seepage
monitors and stress sensors.
Enguri’s history has a long period with no working instrumentation and no data from early construction
and operations. The dam suffered from having no working instrumentation for evaluation. This
condition was documented in the 1998 Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation Report.
A series of instrumentation was installed in the dam, completing in 2006. At this time, there are 10-12
years of data collection, during seasonal changes and with high and low reservoir levels, reflecting
differing loading conditions and the structure reaction.
Unusually for a dam of Enguri magnitude, the downstream toe or plunge pool has never been
dewatered to examine the rock and foundation condition. This situation is unusual for such a
structure.
Currently, Enguri HPP is working on programs to bring Enguri Dam up to current standards. There are
four programs that are on-going or pending:
• A dam re-evaluation is underway by “Gidroprojekt” an engineering subsidiary of RusHydro. This
entity is the organization that originally designed the dam. The study is evaluating the
instrumentation data collected since 2006 and will be re-evaluating the dam in the context of
the original design and current practice. A Report is due in March 2019. While we cannot know
the outcome of the re-evaluation, it is foreseeable that:
o More instrumentation may be required in areas that may show to merit it. The reinstrumentation installed in 2006 was for the entire dam without any benefit of focused
analysis or the re-evaluation. Further, instrumentation technology has been advanced
since the 2006 installation with real time monitoring and other innovations.
o It is quite possible that additional remedial works may be prescribed to fortify the dam. For
example, including abutment and foundation grouting, concrete buttressing or drain
installation.
• Georgian Technical University is currently evaluating data independent of Gidroprojekt and will
providing independent check on findings.
• The dam plunge pool (downstream toe) is going to be dewatered for evaluation prior to the
shutdown in 2020 for the Phase IV civil works. This inspection will also likely result in some
modifications similar to and possibly combined with any recommendations from Gidroprojekt.
• A seismic study is currently under consideration and negotiation with an European Institute.
Since the project is not yet final, no information was available. However it is a critical reevaluation of the seismic standards for the project as knowledge and design criterial have
advanced since the time of original design.
It is not known at this point, what the recommendations for further instrumentation and possible
remedial works will be. However, it is likely that there will be some substantial recommendations,
given the long period where the dam has not been analyzed with monitoring data or in inspected
downstream foundation. The possible outcomes include:
•
•
•
•

Instrumentation upgrade and additional installations in areas of concern;
Remedial abutment grouting;
Foundation treatments;
Concrete buttressing.

The remedial measures will be identified, reviewed and discussed after the completion of the
evaluations and inspections, which will likely be in mid-2020.
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Speculative Costs – The scope is unknown and will not be for some time. However it could very well
include US$ 3-5,000,000 for treatments and instrumentation changes.

PRIORITY 1 – FLOOD ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
The Enguri Project has not had a history of flooding at the dam. It was reported that the upper spillway
gates, operated from the dam crest, have never been used. Design flood criteria, design flood
development and modeling and flood planning standards have changed substantially since the design
of Enguri Dam.
Further, the flood outlet management has changed. Originally, only two of the lower outlets would be
available for flood release, along with the upper 12 gates. Now, four of the lower gates would be
available. But some flood criteria include in the design, failure of one or more gates operating, so that
redundancy is provided.
There are also many unknowns as to the downstream limits to release volumes and impacts of large
flood releases.
It is understood that no updated flood evaluation and flood emergency management planning has
been completed. With the populated river plain downstream to the Black River and the size of Enguri
Dam, it is essential that a full flood safety program be developed for the project. It will also assist the
Enguri HPP Management to have a specific plan for project operations during a flood emergency.
For purposes of protecting the asset and downstream populations, it is urgent that the Enguri Dam
adopt the current practices of flood management and emergency planning for large dams.
Tasks and Possible Outcomes for a Flood Emergency Action Program include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reevaluating the probable maximum flood- the design flood for sizable dams;
Route the design flood though the project and river, determining what gates need to be in use
and a specific plan as the flood develops, including evaluating the importance of the upper
spillway gates;
Evaluate whether the upper gates need a better implementation system for safety of
performance during the flood;
Route the flood through the lower river system to determine where damages might start;
Provide a “dam break” evaluation to determine other evacuation orders in the case of some
potential failure emergency;
Develop a formal Flood Emergency Action Plan for notifications and actions leading up to
evacuations if such an emergency develops.

There are no precursors for this activity. Developing the plan will require a work scope and tender bid
for specialists in flood study and planning.
Speculative Costs – Costs for flood hydrology update, routing, evaluation of spillways about $200300,000; Costs for development of Flood Emergency Plan $100,000.

PRIORITY 2 – PENSTOCK VALVE REPLACEMENT
At the end of the pressure tunnel, downstream of the surge shaft, the tunnel splits to five chambers
and transitions to penstock. There is one penstock for each unit. At the beginning of the penstock,
each of the five has an operating, five-meter diameter-butterfly type of valve. The existing valves do
not close under pressure and are difficult to close. The valves suffered from a lack of maintenance for
a long period of time and possibly under design. Without an operating valve in this location protection
of the downstream equipment and ability to operate the plant and maintain equipment is
compromised.
Phase IV will be installing one valve of five needed the design is to install the new valve downstream
of the existing valve so that both are in place. The existing valves will have by pass installed.
However, the budget limitations leave four of the existing valves in place.
The remaining task is to furnish and install valves in the other four penstocks. It is notable that this is
the highest priority item of the Enguri HPP Management, likely due to the costs and the availability of
funds of this magnitude from the current level of revenue.
Replacement of the valves could move forward at any time the funds are available. However, some
planning will be necessary as the valves must be installed when the tunnel is dewatered and thus the
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plant shut down. Since shut down is disruptive, either the funds should be made available for this
upcoming shut down cycle for Phase IV work or it may be several years after 2020 before another
shutdown can be planned.
Figure 1 – Penstock Valve for Unit 3 in Valve Chamber

Speculative Cost: $10-13 million for four additional valves to be furnished and installed. The costs will
be better known after the upcoming tender for one valve to be furnished and installed.

PRIORITY 2 – REPLACEMENT OF GENERATOR BREAKERS
Each of the five generators have a High Voltage (HV) 15.75 kV air circuit breaker - disconnector ВВГ20/160/12500 to synchronize the generator to the Georgian grid at start up. The existing circuit
breakers are obsolete technology. The circuit breakers have been changed several times and are also
near the end of useful life. There is only one supplier of spare parts available and with no competition,
these parts are relatively expensive. These would be replaced out of the Enguri CAPEX budget but
because of competing items and repairs, the timing for replacement is unknown.
The circuit breakers require a significant effort of O&M to keep these in working order, in comparison
current technology. The result is extended unit outage period for the work. There also is greater risk of
failure and extended outage or possible fire than replacement with equivalent new breakers. There is
no perquisite for replacement other than scheduling outage for each unit and funding.
Speculative Cost: $500,000 to $1,000,000. Budgetary costs should be requested from suppliers
before a reliable estimate can be made.
Figure 2 – Generator Circuit Breaker
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Figure 3 – Generator Circuit Breaker

PRIORITY 2 – REPLACEMENT OF 500 KV SWITCHYARD CIRCUIT
BREAKERS
Each of the five transformers, one for each unit, are directly connected to the busbar systems without
circuit breakers. Any emergency shutdown of the transformer will cause shutdown of the whole
busbar system in which the transformer is connected. Three of the busbar circuit breakers ВВБ
500/40/2000 are old technology and are near the end of useful life. They would be replaced out of the
Enguri CAPEX budget but not for some time, similar to the unit generator breakers.
Maintaining the existing breakers in operating condition requires excessive O&M effort. It is difficult
and expensive to find spare parts for these circuit breakers and for keeping the system in working
order. There is greater risk of failure and extended outage or possible fire than replacement with
current technology equivalent circuit breakers.
To update and upgrade the system requires the supply and installation of three new 500 kV circuit
breakers – one for the 500 kV reactor to the electricity line Kavkasioni and two for connecting the
transformer No: 5 and Autotransformer AT1 500/220 kV to the two busbar systems (Fig. 4)
There is no other perquisite study or installation to replace the breakers. Only a specification for a
tender bid offering is necessary.
Speculative Cost: For replacement of the switchyard 500 kV circuit breakers the speculative cost is
$1,500,000 to $2,000,000. Budgetary costs should be requested from suppliers before a reliable
estimate can be made.
Figure 4 – Single Line Diagram of Enguri 500 kV Switchyard
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With supplying the 1/3 of the power to Georgia, Enguri power plant plays important role of the energy
balance of the country and have major part for providing security and reliability of the power system of
Georgia. Busbar system of the plant is playing a major role in the security of the power system mainly
in the summer period May – July, when the plant is providing power to the eastern part of Georgia.
Any contingency at the Enguri busbar system will impact on the N-1 criteria and will cause
unexpected interruptions in the whole power system. In this case the rehabilitation of the switchyard
and relays protection and emergency automation system of the plant is with high priority for the
security and reliability of the power system of Georgia.
Fig 5 - Electricity Transmission Map of Georgia

Source: GSE

The rehabilitation of the primary and secondary equipment of the switchyard is ongoing mainly with
Engurhesi own financing. Taking into account the low levels of funding the process last for decades
and may cause unexpected decreasing of the security and reliability of the power system of Georgia.
Replacement of old technology equipment in the switchyard related to the security and reliability of the
power system and secure operation of the power plant are listed below.

PRIORITY 2 – REPLACEMENT OF 500 KV CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS AT THE SWITCH YARD
To ensure high accuracy of electricity measurement and to prevent future damages of equipment of
500 kV nearest bays in the switchyard old technology oil isolated current transformers need
replacement. Four three phase sets of current transformers at 500 kV need to be replaced.
Speculative costs for replacement of 4 sets current transformers in 500 kV is $ 350,000 – $ 500,000

PRIORITY 2 – REPLACEMENT OF RELAYS PROTECTION AND
EMERGENCY AUTOMATION SYSTEM
The relays protection and emergency automatic protection system are 40 years old and operates with
outdated old technology electromechanical relays. All this equipment much of which was obsolete
even at the time of its installation nearly forty years ago. It is very probable that most of them are
either close to or beyond their lifetime which puts the whole operation of the power plant and the
power system in risk of huge damages and should be replaced with new modern protection and
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emergency automation systems. Special attention must be given at that time to the need to provide
replacement equipment that will operate as far as possible fully automatically (to extent allowable by
operators’ skills and maintenance capacity). Introduction of new modern digital microprocessor
protection and emergency automation systems will enhance the security and reliability of the power
system and the power plant and will reduce its operation and maintenance costs.
The control panels are in operational condition, but their reliability will certainly not be sufficient for the
refurbished equipment and installations. For the same reason, the panels of the main control room
need also to be replaced.
The replacement of relays protection and emergency automation system may be necessary in due
course of:
•
•
•

The system is old technology electromechanical, which use mechanical design;
Spare parts are no longer available;
Protection systems and equipment which they serve are replaced with faster tripping systems.

The construction of a new relay room equipped with digital microprocessor protection system can
make safe transferring of functions of the existing protection system without risk for the power system.
Speculative costs for replacement of the existing relays protection system and emergency automation
protection system $ 4,000,000 - $6,000,000.

PRIORITY 2 – REPLACEMENT OF THE SYNCHRONIZATION
SYSTEM
Proper synchronization of the generators to the power system can prevent damage to the generators
and disturbances in the power system. Synchronization of generators to the power system at the
present is carried out manually through synchronizing panel, that indicate the adjustments the
operator should made to the governor and excitation system and when it is acceptable for the
operator to close the respective circuit breaker. To minimize the transient current when the generator
circuit breaker is closed, current practice is to initiate synchronization manually. In this operation an
error of a few electrical degrees between system and generator will result in a momentary inrush and
abrupt speed change of the generator and will cause damages both in the generator and the power
system. The issue is more complex in Enguri Power Plant where are used multiple synchronizing
breakers, complicated synchronizing circuits with many contacts and poorly designed switchyard
configuration with directly connected (without circuit breakers) of the transformers to the 500 kV
busbar systems (Fig. 4). Today modern digital microprocessor devices can significantly improve
manual and automatic synchronizing systems. Replacement of the old technology manual
synchronization system with digital microprocessor system will eliminate the risk of operators’ errors
and will remove the human reaction time from the process. The new technology can simplify the
synchronizing circuits, reduce costs, improve reliability and easily accomplish complete integration,
automation and remote control of the synchronization system. The manual operation control may be
used only as a backup.
Speculative costs for replacement of the synchronization system is $ 450,000 - $ 750,000.
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Fig 6 - Relays Protection Panel in the Control Room

PRIORITY 3 – INTERIOR POWERHOUSE LEAKAGE
The powerhouse is more humid and has more non-unit related leakage than most. A problem with
stopping the leakage is the unknown space between the cover finish wall and concrete / mined cover
in the powerhouse. The cover hides the source of leakage and inhibits any sort of grouting / sealing to
halt it. The result is excessive leakage, moisture and accelerated degradation of cables and devices.
Currently the Enguri staff is working on demolishing the finish walls to expose condition and
deterioration. It is a large effort to which only a few resources can be committed. Stopping leaks and
replacing wall or covering is needed to arrest the humidity/water problem. The solution of taking out
the old walls and addressing the leakage is compounded by the presence of cable trays and other
devices on the finish walls. These must be moved without long term disturbance of unit availability.
Figure 7 – Removed Walls and Degraded Support Steel

A comprehensive problem treatment requires a larger program of wall removal, repair of poor quality
concrete, plugging of leaks, replacing wall, temporary handling of cabling and other functions during
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remediation. The treatment will arrest much of the excessive leakage and allow for planned handling
of remaining leakage. Some unknown defects will likely be uncovered.
The work is ongoing but slow. Funding for outside contractors to move and maintain cabling and other
devices and perform the works will accelerate results. The work will need some further planning and
development of performance specifications for tender documents. These likely can be completed by
local technical company or companies with input from operating staff.
Speculative Cost: $1,000,000 to handle all facilities – some engineering evaluation and budgetary
costs requested from contractors should be completed to identify the best approach and solution.
Figure 8 – Degraded Concrete Behind Finish Wall (Removed)

PRIORITY 3 – TURBINE GATE OPERATION SERVOMOTORS
During the upgrading of the four turbine units, the servomotors were rebuilt but not replaced. The
operating staff report that the servomotors are in need of major overhaul and possibly replacement.
As with much of the original equipment, the parts are difficult to obtain.
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Figure 9 – Servomotor to Move the Wicket Gate Ring and Open / Close Wicket Gates. There are
Two for Each Turbine

The servomotors are likely reaching the end of their useful lives and will need replacement sometime
in the near future. The consequences of not replacing the servomotors is increased maintenance
costs and outage for longer maintenance.
The servomotor replacement can take place at any time the budget is available. It is not emergency
but needs to be placed in the CAPEX for an upcoming year. The servomotors do not all need to be
changed concurrently but can be done over a period of time with the priorities set by each set
condition.
Speculative Budget – It is estimated that each set of servomotor changes would be about US $ 200300,000. So for the set of five it may be about US$ 1 to 1.5 million.

PRIORITY 3 – REPLACEMENT OF THE CIRCUIT BREAKERS AT 220
KV AND 110 KV IN THE SWITCHYARD
Maintaining the existing compressed air operated circuit breakers at 220 kV and 110 kV in good
operating condition requires excessive O&M effort. It is difficult and expensive to find spare parts for
these circuit breakers and for keeping the system in working order. There is greater risk of failure and
extended outage or possible fire than replacement with current technology equivalent circuit breakers.
To modernize and upgrade the system requires the supply and installation of three new 220 kV circuit
breakers and one 110 kV circuit breaker.
There is no other perquisite study or installation to replace the circuit breakers. Only a specification for
a tender bid offering is necessary.
Speculative Cost for replacement of the switchyard 220 kV circuit breakers is $ 260,000 to $ 600,000.
Speculative Cost for replacement of the switchyard 110 kV circuit breakers is $ 50,000 to $ 70,000.
Budgetary costs should be requested from suppliers before a reliable estimate can be made.

PRIORITY 3 – REPLACEMENT OF CURRENT TRANSFORMERS AT
220 KV AND 110 KV
To ensure high accuracy of electricity measurement and to prevent future damages of equipment of
220 and 110 kV nearest bays in the switchyard old technology oil isolated current transformers need
replacement. Two three phase sets of current transformers at 220 kV and two three phase sets of
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current transformers 110 kV need to be replaced. The nowadays electricity metering systems require
high class accuracy for the coil of the measuring transformer used for commercial metering.
Speculative costs for replacement of two sets current transformers 220 kV is $ 90,000 - $ 100,000.
Speculative costs for replacement of two sets current transformers 110 kV is $ 45,000 - $ 60,000.

PRIORITY 3 – REPLACEMENT OF DISCONNECTING SWITCHES AT
500 KV, 220 KV AND 110 KV
Seventeen three phase sets of disconnecting switches at 500 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV are also near
the end of their working lives and their corrosion protection is in a very bad condition. The main
contacts do not close properly, and earthing switches do not operate correctly. All these switches
need to be replaced in the medium term and they need urgent maintenance. Again, due to the high
voltage, these switches are expensive.
Speculative costs for the replacement of seven sets of 500 kV disconnecting switches is $ 1,800,000
– $ 2,500,000.
Speculative costs for the replacement of nine sets of 220 kV disconnecting switches is $ 600,000 – $
800,000.
Speculative costs for the replacement of four sets of 110 kV disconnecting switches is $ 100,000 – $
200,000.

PRIORITY 3 – REPLACEMENT OF ONE SET 500 KV SURGE
ARRESTERS
One set three phase surge arresters 500 kV (three surge arresters) are old technology and may not
functioning properly to prevent the equipment of the switchyard from commutation and atmospheric
overvoltage. These surge arresters need replacement to ensure protection of the substation
equipment from commutative and atmospheric overvoltage, which may cause damages of the
insulation and decreasing the life of the high voltage equipment.
Speculative costs for replacement of the 500 kV surge arresters is $ 1,500,000 – $ 2,000,000.

PRIORITY 4 – ONGOING SEDIMENT REMOVAL
The Enguri low level release outlets are now impinged by sediments. The presence Reservoir
sediment levels are near design levels, impinging on the low level gate outlets. It is difficult to place
the bulkhead to work on the low level gates because of the sediment level. The presence indicates
that the designed dead storage is now filled. And sediments have migrated to the dam at the gate
level.
The sediments have not been fully explored but are reported to be very solid. There has been little
sand detected. From looking downstream, it appears the river carries large cobbles in the heavy
floods, similar to sediments left behind by the ice ages. These will be difficult to remove. They are
reportedly very resistant to flushing with the low level gates.
Reservoirs are planned to have dead storage that will fill with sediments over some design period of
time. These times are usually 50 to 75 or more years, but often the design sediment rate is exceeded.
Since many large reservoir projects are now 40 and more years old, this problem is world wide. There
is no particularly easy or innovative method for major sediment removal other than a form of dredging.
Phase IV includes tender for procurement of sediment removal equipment, training, and first
operations. The removal equipment will be permanent, with sediment removal on-going annually. The
sediment removal however will be designed only for maintenance dredging in the dam vicinity.
The actual method for removal will by for the bidders to determine, as the most innovative solution for
the Enguri problem is sought. Thus, until the tender is finished, the actual method is not known.
Currently studies and Tender Document development is underway. Expectation is for procurement
and equipment supply and first implementation will be completed in 2020.
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After procurement, however, there will be continued costs of operations, material handling, fuel and
likely high maintenance costs of the equipment. These costs are not part of current O&M budgets,
stressing them further. The annual cost is indicative of costs incurred by “middle aged” HPP.
In addition to these costs, there may be needed to remove sediments in the reservoir to protect the
live storage from further filling. The need is not as immediate as the current program but should be
considered in the near future, if any reasonable remedy is possible.
Speculative Cost: € 3 million is budgeted for implementation in Phase IV. Ongoing costs could add
$250,000 to $400,000 to operating budget. In addition, future significant expenditure may be needed
for regular sediment removal from the upper reservoir or other access point where sediments can be
accessed in low reservoir periods.

PRIORITY 5 – RESERVOIR DEBRIS REMOVAL
Currently, there is limited ability to remove wood and debris from the reservoir. The upper watershed
is forested, and a large amount of wood enters the reservoir with no clear device or method for
removal. Build up of debris can impact the power flow intake if it sinks. It could also impact flood
passage if it jams at spillway gates.
The removal of such debris is only possible at the left abutment crane. There is no method for moving
wood to the removal area, so it can build up across the spillway gate slots and in the opposite
abutment corner near the intake.
Projects the magnitude of Enguri typically have work platforms/boats with booms for managing debris
and other issues. A platform could also be used for inspecting upstream reservoir slopes and other
maintenance work from the reservoir. A debris boom may also be a part of the solution.
Implementation of a collection and removal process can be implemented at any time. Some internal
study of alternatives can be completed by the dam operating staff and experts in debris management.
Speculative Cost: Potentially US$200,000 - $400,000 for work boat with boom, barge or movement
system for logs and possible boom to direct debris.

PRIORITY 5 – UNIT FLOW MEASUREMENT
There is currently no method of accurate flow measurement for the individual turbine units. The
operating staff can not really make accurate decisions on the best method of dispatching
combinations of units to maximize the efficient use of water to meet the dispatching demands.
In Phase IV, a tunnel flow measurement is being installed in upper and lower tunnel locations. The
accuracy of the measurement will allow for assessing water leakage from the pressure tunnel system
after Phase IV tunnel repairs. The results will indicate when further tunnel repair is needed or justified.
In a similar manner, sonic or acoustic flow measurement can be added to the penstocks to monitor
flow. A sonic flow measurement to be installed on each of the 5 generating unit penstocks.
The benefits of having such a system include:
•
•
•

Knowing the relative and actual efficiency curves and points for each unit allows for making
optimal dispatch for grid needs. It will allow for increased output of kWh for the plant any time
there is less than full output;
Long term trends of efficiency will indicate when maintenance might be needed or can be
delayed;
Lost efficiency can indicate developing problems for attention before more deterioration
occurs.

A system can be installed in the penstocks at any time. The system would need to be in the interior of
the penstock, which is possible. Installation would be done at any time the penstock can be
dewatered and the unit on outage. Implementation requires planning, procurement, installation.
Advocates of flow measurement in multiple unit projects suggest that results can be improved by 24%. However, even a 1% improvement on 4,000 GWh of generation is about 40 GWh, equivalent of a
10 MW run of river plant.
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Figure 10 - Schematic of Sonic Flow Measurement System in Penstock

Speculative Cost: About $100,000 per unit, potentially less implementing five in one project.

PRIORITY 5 – SPILLWAY GATE UPGRADE
There are twelve upper dam spillway gates that are designed for passing major floods and keeping
the dam from being overtopped. The 12 spillway gates have never been needed. The design has
each gate raised by the single large overhead crane which was also used for stoplogs and other
purposes.
Depending on a flood analysis, recommended as Priority 1, the actual need for the gates, their
performance and the number to be mobilized in the instance of extreme flood should be confirmed.
As built, the gates are time consuming to raise, particularly under an emergency with a rapidly
increasing flood level. The crane is difficult to move and there has been little practical practice in
operating the gates.
Depending on the criticality of the gates, an upgrade to some or all of the gates may be warranted to
assure their performance. Possible modifications may include automatic raising mechanisms, lower
friction guides, or an additional crane.
Determine the criticality of the gates (see Flood Evaluation) Evaluate a faster system or alternative of
lower friction gates, upgrade by furnishing and installing. The number of gates that may need
operating enhancement would depend on results of flood passage evaluation. The gates are 3.5
meters wide and 9 meters high.
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Figure 11 – View of Spillway Gate Brackets on the Dam Crest

Speculative Cost: Perhaps $100,000/gate for the best method for upgrading, although there is no
clear need or method until after the Flood Evaluation.

PRIORITY 5 – REBUILD VARDNILI 2, 3, 4
Enguri HPP provides the diversion water for the four project cascade downstream. These project predate Enguri commissioning. The three lower cascade projects are identical and had 3 x 40 MW of
installed capacity. The units have been shut down for some time and the equipment and all metals
have been essentially removed.
The civil works for the project are reasonably intact. Concrete, while aged appears to be in solid
condition, typical for structures constructed in the 1960s and 70s in the Soviet Union. Construction
would require little water handling, have no flooding risk nor substantial construction risk associated
with new hydroelectric capacity.
Rebuilding would be primarily the procurement and re-installation of turbine / generator units and
associated hydromechanical works. With modern efficiency units, the 120 MW could possibly be 135
MW and the annual expected generation 400-450 GWh. This low cost/low risk energy option is being
lost hour by hour.
Vardnili projects remain idle because of geopolitical and ownership issues. These issues preclude
development of Georgia’s next least expensive generating option.
There are few studies to be needed for rebuilding the projects. Implementation would include a
comprehensive inspection to prepare cost estimates and bid specifications for a tender. The six units
to be procured will be identical. The units will be relatively more expensive because of low head
(about 13 meters) but the purchase of six should help to lower unit costs.
Implementation would likely take about 2. 5 years.
Speculative Cost: Rough rehabilitation costs are about US $ 500 - $700/kW. At the latter figure and
135 MW, the cost would be US$90 to 100 million. It is not likely that there is any option as cost
effective in Georgia.
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Figure 12 – Vardnili Intake and Powerhouse Upstream Wall, Current Condition

PRIORITY 5 – VARDNILI 1, UPGRADE 2 UNITS
The re-start of Vardnili included some rehabilitation of all units but only one is considered upgraded.
The actual turbine and generator for 2 units can benefit from upgrade to increase efficiency, lower
operating and maintenance costs and provide for longer equipment life. Additional capacity and output
almost certain due to increased efficiency. The units will also need rebuilding for long term safety and
stability of operation.
With some recent operating history, the expectations and scope for upgrading the two units is well
established. Some evaluation is needed to justify the upgrade. A relatively low cost engineering study
may be needed to finalize the costs and benefits of upgrade. The following tender bid and contract
with a reliable turbine supplier for the design, fabrication of turbine runners and rehabilitate/upgrade
generator complete the job.
It is anticipated the upgrade may take about 2 years from start to completion.
Speculative Cost: If the unit cost per upgrade is about 30% of the two new unit costs, each unit may
cost approximately $1,000,000.
Figure 13: Vardnili Control Floor with Units in Background
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PRIORITY FUTURE – TRANSFORMER REPLACEMENT
Each of the Enguri Generating Units has a transformer to change voltage to 500 kV. Four of the five
generating unit transformers are 40 years old. Regular testing and maintenance shows the
transformers to be in good condition. However over 10+/- years the transformers may reach the end
of useful life and need replacement. There are many transformers of this size that are 40 years old
there are fewer 50 years old and few 60+ years old.
One of the transformers was replaced due to a defect. The “new” transformer is about 10 years old.
All transformer units are tested regularly so there should be planning time for replacement. The units
can be replaced one at a time.
A CAPEX plan should include transformer replacement over the next 10 +/- years as the units reach
the end of useful life. Transformers can exceed this life with maintenance but usually do not last past
50 years or so. There is likely an efficiency gain with new transformers.
As testing will indicate when the units will start to need replacement, each can be scheduled and
replaced individually, not all at the same time. There is no need to prematurely replace a performing
transformer simply due to age.
Speculative Cost: Replacement may be on the order of $ 4,000,000 - $ 5,000,000 per transformer
Figure 14 – Generator Transformers in the Switchyard

PRIORITY FUTURE – TUNNEL REPAIRS
Phase IV is planned and budgeted to repair the most degraded 1,500 meters of the 15 km tunnel. The
remainder of the tunnel also has rehabilitation needs but there is a limited amount that can be
achieved in 3 months. Flow measurement will track tunnel water losses and determine when the next
repairs are needed. Tunnel maintenance will be an ongoing major maintenance or CAPEX issue for
the project life.
Additional tunnel repairs will be coming in the future, similar to those being completed in 2020. It is
hoped these repairs will substantially cut down on an estimated 10 m³/second current losses. This
amount of losses, if assumed constant over the course of the year, represents 1/9 of design flow for
one of the 260 MW units or about 25 -30 MW. Over the course of each year, these losses represent
220-250 GWh directly lost. The flow also is suspected of causing infiltration problems at the valve
chamber, penstocks (dewatered pressure) and powerhouse as well as access tunnels.
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Not all of the repair needs can be accomplished in Phase IV in 2020 and more deterioration can be
expected over time. Repair can be expected and should be budgeted at least every 10 years when a
shutdown can accomplish a number of activities. The project must be shut down for these repairs, so
they will only take place based on flow and water leakage monitoring. It is not likely that another round
of repairs will be planned for more than five years. However, any detected failure would require more
urgent treatment.
Speculative Cost: There would likely be a need for $10-15 million budgeted for tunnel repair at any
time the project is shut down.
Figure 15 – Interior of Pressure Tunnel

PRIORITY FUTURE – REHABILITATION OF ACCESS TO THE ARCH
DAM FACILITIES ROAD
The purpose of the access roads to project like Enguri HPP is to allow for the transport of construction
materials and equipment from outside the complex and ensure the fast and safe transportation of
operational and maintenance personal from facility to facility.
Under the current Phase of rehabilitation its proposed rehabilitation of Access road to Vardnili 1 HPP
and Enguri HPP, as well as rehabilitation of access road along the pressure tunnel 1 starting from
surge shaft until the informal administrative border between the Abkhazia Autonomous Republic and
Georgia.

1 The ToR item 3 of civil works contract for Rehabilitation Works Phase IV states 10 km road along the pressure tunnel have to
be rehabilitated. Other than stated in the ToR item 3, the length of subject road has to be limited to approx. 5.2 km, since the
road continuing from the Abkhazian border into Georgian territory shall not be included in the Works. Furthermore, in addition to
this limitation approx. 455 m of the existing concrete road are requested to be maintained so that the total length of the road is
5,688 m. During the second site visit dated 15/05/2018, the scope of ToR item 3 was revised
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Figure 16 The Schematics of Roads the Rehabilitation is Proposed for

The existing road from the crest of Enguri arch dam to the access tunnel leading to Intake valves and
access road leading to the bottom outlets are sometimes in the past asphalted or concreted, maybe
than paved but currently damaged dirt roads with pot holes, with presence of landslides eroded areas
and standing water. Currently, these roads are not suitable to effectively support project current and
proposed in the future activities. It proposed utilization of 6th and 7th bottom outlet for the water supply
to planned Pumped Storage facility. rehabilitation of the bottom Outlets and plunge pull. Also, the
development of entertainment center at arch dam is proposed 2.
Figure 17: The Schematics of Roads at Arch Dam Pending for Rehabilitation

Government decree 476 # issued in March 2017, Georgia Energy Development Fund established a Company called “Enguri
Tourist Center” Ltd. The Ltd Company purchased an area around the Enguri dam for the proposed construction of a museum
and other touristic attractions. “Coco Architect” is in charge of progressing the project which is due to be completed by 2021.
Source: https://www.georgianjournal.ge/discover-georgia/34814-enguri-scheduled-to-be-the-next-new-tourist-zone.html
2
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To facilitate safe and efficient transport for operation and maintenance of Arch dam facilities and
equipment, as well as to ensure transportation of construction materials for the rehabilitation works
planned for plunge pull or bottom outlets would be beneficial if existing roads surface upgraded to
Road Worthily conditions.
Speculative Cost 3 - $700 000 to $1 200 000 with 100mm concrete lining without the road barriers.
The reliable estimates of cost could be made after the design works accomplishment.

Georgian electronic Government Procurement (Ge-GP) system – the official portal of State Procurement in Georgia - Lot
Numbers NAT180021066 NAT180018971 SPA180002812

3
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feasibility Study for Rehabilitation, Final Report, Stucky and Electrowatt, February 1998;
Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Completion Report, Enguri PIU and Stucky, October 2009;
Enguri / Vardnili HPP Rehabilitation Completion Report, Stucky, March 2018;
Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Project Phase IV, EBRD Website, August 2018;
Inception Report, Enguri HPP Rehabilitation Report Phase IV, Lahmeyer, Hidro Dizayn &
Georgian Hydro Power, June 2018;
6. Rehabilitation of Headrace Tunnel, Enguri Rehabilitation; Stucky, June 2016;
7. Hydro Industry / website information:
-

EBRD approves Euro 28 million for Enguri upgrade – January 2018;
Enguri rehabilitation summary (from website) and out of date;
Overview EC projects for Enguri Rehabilitation;
European Commission – similar to 2009 Completion Report with little detail;
Enguri Phase IV Rehab Project Ltd 13 August 2018 from EBRD website.

8. Chain of the Enguri Hydroelectric Power Plants – Publication of EnergoMachExport, USSR,
undated;
9. Vardnili 1 HPP Rehabilitation Study – Author not identified, 2001;
10. Funding of Rehabilitation – list of activities and cost from Engurhesi Project Implementation Unit;
11. Technologies Cost Analysis – Hydropower – International Renewable Energy Agency – June
2011;
12. List of Electrical Equipment and Status – Source Engurhesi;
13. TYNDP of Georgia 2018 – 2028, GSE 2018;
14. Additional Service Butterfly Valves – Ø 5000mm for Turbine Penstocks, Enguri Rehabilitation
Phase IV – Inception Report, Lahmeyer International, Hydro Dizain in association with Georgian
Hydro Power;
15. Best Practices for Competitive Electricity Markets in EU, and Proposed Electricity Market Design
for Georgia, LDK Consultants, Nord Pool AS Consulting, June 27, 2017;
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